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Okayama University research: Measuring ion concentration in solutions for clinical and
environmental research.
(Okayama, 27 June) Okayama University researchers describe in the journal Optics Express
the use of Terahertz (THz) chemical microscopy to measure the pH of water‐based
solutions with a volume as small as 16 nL. The findings are important to be able to
measure pH concentrations in small‐volume solutions for clinical and environmental
analyses.
For clinical and environmental research and monitoring it is important to be able to
measure pH concentrations in small‐volume solutions. However, conventional systems used
to measure the concentration of ions require the use of reference electrodes that end up
reducing the volume of the solution, setting a limit on the minimum volume that it is
possible to analyze.
Now, Dr.Toshihiko Kiwa and colleagues at the Graduate School of Natural Science and
Technology in Okayama University, Japan, demonstrated the use of Terahertz (THz)
chemical microscopy to measure the pH of water‐based solutions with a volume as small as
16 nL. The results are published in Optics Express. This type of microscope has a sensing
plate with patterned micro wells hosting the solution; an ultrafast laser pulse directed on
the sensing plate generates a photocurrent with ultrafast modulation that, in turn, emits
THz radiation into free space. Because the amplitude of the THz radiation depends on the
concentration of ions in the micro wells, this method opens up the possibility of imaging the
concentration of ions without the need of using electrodes. This enables the measurement
of volumes of solution that would be too small for conventional methods.
The THz chemical microscope, which was developed by this same group in 2007, features a
semiconducting (silicon) thin film mounted on a sapphire substrate that acts as the sensing
plate. A layer of oxide naturally forms on the silicon film, providing an insulating layer
between the silicon surface and the solution. The researchers added a resin on top of the
oxide layer and used conventional photolithographic techniques to pattern micro wells in it,
obtaining wells with a volume of 16 nL. They also optimized the laser pulses to stabilize the
signal, and integrating this method into the microscope is part of the next steps the
researchers intend to take.
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Thinking about the future directions the team is interested to explore, the author say that
“we will attempt the integration for multi‐ion sensing and reducing the laser spot size to
improve the accuracy of THz chemical microscopy”.

Caption
Schematic of the sensing plate when it is illuminated by the femtosecond laser. Inset is the
microphotograph of the microsolution wells.
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Reference (Okayama Univ. e‐Bulletin): Associate Professor Kiwa’s team
e‐Bulletin Vol.4：Unique terahertz chemical microscope for mapping chemical reactions
e‐Bulletin Vol.10 ： Simple, compact, highly sensitive SQUID based magnetic field
measurement sysytem to detection of a very small magnetic signals
e‐Bulletin Vol.11：High‐performance Terahertz Project kick‐off symposium
e‐Bulletin Vol.13：Terahertz chemical microscope: Innovative terahertz technology for high
resolution mapping of chemical reactions, label free immunoassays, cosmetics research, and
more.
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E‐mail: www‐adm@adm.okayama‐u.ac.jp
Website: http://www.okayama‐u.ac.jp/index_e.html
Okayama Univ. e‐Bulletin: http://www.okayama‐u.ac.jp/user/kouhou/ebulletin/
About Okayama University (YouTube):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDL1coqPRYI
Okayama University Image Movie (YouTube):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU3hOIXS5kk

Okayama University Medical Research Updates （OU‐MRU）
Vol.1：Innovative non‐invasive ‘liquid biopsy’ method to capture circulating tumor cells
from blood samples for genetic testing
Vol.2：Ensuring a cool recovery from cardiac arrest
Vol.3：Organ regeneration research leaps forward
Vol.4：Cardiac mechanosensitive integrator
Vol.5：Cell injections get to the heart of congenital defects
Vol.6：Fourth key molecule identified in bone development
Vol.7：Anticancer virus solution provides an alternative to surgery
Vol.8：Light‐responsive dye stimulates sight in genetically blind patients
Vol.9：Diabetes drug helps towards immunity against cancer
Vol.10：Enzyme‐inhibitors treat drug‐resistant epilepsy
Vol.11：Compound‐protein combination shows promise for arthritis treatment
Vol.12：Molecular features of the circadian clock system in fruit flies
Vol.13：Peptide directs artificial tissue growth
Vol.14：Simplified boron compound may treat brain tumours
Vol.15：Metamaterial absorbers for infrared inspection technologies
Vol.16：Epigenetics research traces how crickets restore lost limbs
Vol.17：Cell research shows pathway for suppressing hepatitis B virus
Vol.18：Therapeutic protein targets liver disease
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Vol.19：Study links signalling protein to osteoarthritis
Vol.20：Lack of enzyme promotes fatty liver disease in thin patients
Vol.21：Combined gene transduction and light therapy targets gastric cancer
Vol.22：Medical supportive device for hemodialysis catheter puncture
Vol.23：Development of low cost oral inactivated vaccines for dysentery
Vol.24：Sticky molecules to tackle obesity and diabetes
Vol.25：Self‐administered aroma foot massage may reduce symptoms of anxiety
Vol.26：Protein for preventing heart failure
Vol.27：Keeping cells in shape to fight sepsis
Vol.28：Viral‐based therapy for bone cancer
Vol.29：Photoreactive compound allows protein synthesis control with light
Vol.30：Cancer stem cells’ role in tumor growth revealed
Vol.31：Prevention of RNA virus replication
Vol.32：Enzyme target for slowing bladder cancer invasion
Vol.33：Attacking tumors from the inside
Vol.34：Novel mouse model for studying pancreatic cancer
Vol.35：Potential cause of Lafora disease revealed
Vol.36：Overloading of protein localization triggers cellular defects
Vol.37：Protein dosage compensation mechanism unravelled
Vol.38：Bioengineered tooth restoration in a large mammal
Vol.39：Successful test of retinal prosthesis implanted in rats
Vol.40：Antibodies prolong seizure latency in epileptic mice
Vol.41：Inorganic biomaterials for soft‐tissue adhesion
Vol.42：Potential drug for treating chronic pain with few side effects
Vol.43：Potential origin of cancer‐associated cells revealed
Vol.44：Protection from plant extracts
Vol.45：Link between biological‐clock disturbance and brain dysfunction uncovered
Vol.46：New method for suppressing lung cancer oncogene
Vol.47：Candidate genes for eye misalignment identified
Vol.48：Nanotechnology‐based approach to cancer virotherapy
Vol.49：Cell membrane as material for bone formation
Vol.50：Iron removal as a potential cancer therapy
Vol.51：Potential of 3D nanoenvironments for experimental cancer
Vol.52：A protein found on the surface of cells plays an integral role in tumor growth and
sustenance
Vol.53：Successful implantation and testing of retinal prosthesis in monkey eyes with
retinal degeneration
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◆About Okayama University
Okayama University is one of the largest comprehensive universities in Japan with
roots going back to the Medical Training Place sponsored by the Lord of Okayama and
established in 1870. Now with 1,300 faculty and 13,000 students, the University offers
courses in specialties ranging from medicine and pharmacy to humanities and physical
sciences.
Okayama University is located in the heart of Japan approximately 3 hours west of
Tokyo by Shinkansen.
Website: http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/index_e.html
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